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New legislation to tackle the jobs and skills crisis will “fall �at without investment into the
infrastructure serving communities in Australia’s outer suburbs,” according to Matthew
Deeth, Chair of the National Growth Areas Alliance (NGAA).

The NGAA welcomes the rapid action taken by the federal government following last
month’s Jobs and Skills Australia to establish Jobs and Skills Australia (JSA).

“The speedy establishment of Jobs and Skills Australia shows this Government is
committed to improving the nation’s employment prospects. However, to unlock the full
potential for the �ve million Australians living growth areas, the government must also
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take action to address the reasons behind employment and education de�cits in fast
growing outer suburbs,” Mr Deeth said. 

Australians living in the outer suburbs have an average unemployment rate of 5.7 per cent
(compared to the national rate of 4 per cent), and in some outer suburbs, the
unemployment rate is as high as 10.7 per cent. Rates of young people’s disengagement
from work or study are also particularly high (an average of 11.6 per cent compared to 8.3
per cent).  

“Chronic infrastructure and service de�cits in growth areas are holding back their full
potential and require a national solution.

“The Jobs and Skills Australia Bill refers to workforce needs in regional, rural, and remote
Australia, yet there is no mention of the outer suburbs. This is disheartening given that one
in every �ve Australians lives in an outer urban growth area. People living in these
communities are bearing the brunt of the cost of living crisis, but it doesn't have to be this
way.

“We are at an important moment in time where Jobs and Skills Australia can set a direction
from the outset that elevates and appreciates the untapped potential of the growth areas
to support national productivity ambitions.”

Initial �ndings from new research commissioned by the NGAA has shown that modest
federal government investments in growth area infrastructure and services signi�cantly
increase local employment and stimulate local economies, amongst other bene�ts. 

“Now is the moment for the federal government to show it sees and recognises the outer
suburbs. To build on the recent and positive momentum, we want the federal government
to act now on the city policies it announced during the election campaign. In particular, the
national coordination of outer suburbs infrastructure planning and investment would be a
powerful step forward.

“With a labour force of more than 2.2m, industrial land ready to develop and the freight
and transport facilities that keep Australia moving, the outer suburbs hold the answer to
the employment and productivity problem the Australian Government is desperate to
solve. A little investment now will go a long way.”
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CBD for Dogs: How It Works,
Bene�ts, and Side E�ects
If you're like most dog owners, you
want nothing but the best for your

furry friend.   And when it comes to
their health and wellbeing, that
means keeping them as happy…

gender di�erences in time use
appear to be narrowing, but
slowly
ShutterstockThe Australian Bureau
of Statistics has released its �rst
time-use survey in 15 years. The last
time it collected such data, in 2006,
Apple was yet to release the

iPhone…
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Traditions of Rural Bali at Villa
Sabana
A Privileged Insight into the

Traditions of Rural Bali at Villa
Sabana  Situated in the traditional
village of Pererenan near Canggu,
Villa Sabana is peacefully secluded
in a semi-rural setting where…

How to Get Your Property Ready
to Sell
When you are selling your house,
preparing it for viewings is very
important but can equally be very

stressful. This is something that is
not only going to make sure…
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Expert forecasts 6 major
improvements for disability
sector
SAI Global Assurance
(saiglobal.com), a leading auditor of
disability service providers, has
forecasted the six service
improvements that people with
disabilities and their families will see

from the industry this…

Australian wellness brand,
Renovatio, secures product
expansion deal with Woolworths
Renovatio Bioscience, an Australian
success story founded by
Dr Vincent, a well known and highly

respected antioxidant researcher,
food scientist and clinical
nutritionist, has just secured a deal
with Woolworths to…

The Disconnect Between C-
Suites and CISOs Endangering
Aussie Organisations
Cybersecurity threats thrive in a
climate of uncertainty. This makes it
more important than ever for

organisations to get ahead in
identifying risk, particularly amid a
global pandemic. However, a…
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5 Marketing
Trends That Will
Dominate in 2022
We're already in the midst of
a marketing revolution. Now,
it's time to look at what's
next. The past year saw
companies like Amazon and
Google invest heavily in
arti�cial intelligence and
machine learning, while
others pione...

Putting King
Charles III on
British currency
bucks a global
trend to honor
diverse national
heroes on coins
and bills
About 4.5 billion bank notes
and more than 27 billion
coins featuring the queen's
image are now circulating in
the U.K.Daniel Harvey
Gonzalez/In Pictures via
Getty ImagesFor more than
60 years, the image of Queen
Elizabeth II grac...
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HireVue
Announces
Industry First
Agile Mindset
Assessment to
Help
Organisations
Future-proof
Their Teams
HireVue’s Chief
Organisational Psychologist
Presents New Assessment at
UNLEASH World HireVue, the
global leader in video
interviewing, assessments,
and text-enabled recruiting
tools, announces a cutting-
edge pre-hire assessme...

T-shirt Ventures
raises capital
A true pro�t-for-purpose tech
startup, T-shirt Ventures, has
raised $11 million in Series A
funding as it aims to scale its
support to people living with
disabilities and long-term
health needs to live the life
they want. �...
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Unit4 2022
Business Future
Index
Crisis Sees 51% Embrace
Accelerated Change to
Outperform Business
Targets Global data identi�es
action plan for business
transformation around
people, policy and tools
Unit4, a leader in enterprise
cloud applications for mi...

'Checkout charity'
can increase a
shopper's anxiety,
especially when
asks are
automated
Many trips to the
supermarket include a small
donation.Erik Isakson/Tetra
Images via Getty ImagesThe
Research Brief is a short take
about interesting academic
work.The big ideaAsking
customers to support a cause
when they pay for ...
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